The lantern shark’s light switch: turning shallow water crypsis into midwater camouflage
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Bioluminescence is a common feature in the permanent darkness of the deep-sea. In fishes, light is emitted by organs containing either photogenic cells (intrinsic photophores), which are under direct nervous control, or symbiotic luminous bacteria (symbiotic photophores), whose light is controlled by secondary means such as mechanical occlusion or physiological suppression. The intrinsic photophores of the lantern shark Etmopterus spinax were recently shown as an exception to this rule since they appear to be under hormonal control. Here, we show that hormones operate what amounts to a unique light switch, by acting on a chromatophore iris, which regulates light emission by pigment translocation. This result strongly suggests that this shark’s luminescence control originates from the mechanism for physiological colour change found in shallow water sharks that also involves hormonally controlled chromatophores: the lantern shark would have turned the initial shallow water crypsis mechanism into a midwater luminous camouflage, more efficient in the deep-sea environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the permanent darkness of the deep ocean a surprising diversity of organisms, from bacteria to fishes, generate their own light to find food, communicate or avoid predation (Buck 1978; Haddock et al. 2010). In fishes, which are the only luminous vertebrates, this bioluminescence is either self-produced by intrinsic photophores or harnessed from glowing symbiotic bacteria (extrinsic photophores), light sources that have different ‘on/off switches’. Whereas photophores are typically under nervous control, fishes regulate their bacterial light by secondary means, either physiologically by controlling the physico-chemical parameters of the bacterial chamber (Haygood 1993), or simply by hiding it with chromatophores, dark shutters or by rotation of the entire bacterial organ into a dark pocket (Herring & Morin 1978; Herring 1985).

Lantern sharks (Etmopteridae), one of the few luminous shark families, were recently demonstrated as an exception to this rule (Claes & Mallefet 2009a). Although their simple light organs are intrinsic, made of tiny clusters of photogenic cells (photocytes) sheathed in a pigmented layer and topped by one or more lens cells (Hubbs et al. 1967), work on the velvet belly lantern shark (Etmopterus spinax) demonstrated that, unlike any other known system, their luminescence is under hormonal control (Claes & Mallefet 2009a): prolactin and melatonin trigger the light emission using specific extrinsic and intrinsic pathways while α-MSH inhibited these light emissions.

Since these hormones are also involved in the physiological control of colour changes in elasmobranchs (sharks, skates and rays) whose functional unit is a pigmented cell, the melanophore (Visconti et al. 1999; Geiselerichter 2004), it has been postulated that the hormones could act on an iris-like structure present between the photocytes and the lens cells, and therefore that the shark E. spinax would control its intrinsic luminescence mechanically (Claes & Mallefet 2009a).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Adult lantern shark (E. spinax) specimens were collected by longlines lowered in a deep area (180–250 m) of the Raunefjord (Norway) and brought to Espeland Marine Station where they were maintained in water tanks placed in a dark (6 CD) room until they were killed by a blow to the head before experimentation took place, following the local rules for experimental fish care.

Using the method of Claes & Mallefet (2009a), we excised photophore-containing skin patches from the sharks and placed them in Perspex chambers filled with a shark saline (292 mM NaCl, 3.2 mM KCl, 5 mM CaCl₂, 0.6 mM MgSO₄ 1.6 mM Na₂SO₄, 300 mM urea, 150 mM trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), 10 mM glucose, 6 mM NaHCO₃; total osmolality: 1.080 mosM; pH 7.7; from Bernal et al. 2005).

The hormones prolactin (PRL, Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO, USA) and melatonin (MT; Across Organics, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) were diluted in the saline and applied at a final concentration of 10⁻⁶ M (which is known to be the concentration to which the tissues are most sensitive; Claes & Mallefet 2009a) on the skin patches in separate trials (n=12 for each hormone) to stimulate photophores to glow and a luminometer (Berthold FB12, Berthold Technologies, Pforzheim, Germany) was used to record the time course of the light emission during 45 min. Concomitantly, similar hormone-stimulated photophore preparations were digitally photographed (Canon D07, Canon, Tokyo, Japan) under a binocular microscope (Leitz Diaplan, Oberkochen, Germany) to investigate possible morphological changes of the chromatophores in the superficial layer of the skin; the apparent photogenic surface area i.e. the ‘transparency index’ of six different photophores was measured using the image-analysing software Image J (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) over the course of each post-stimulation trial.

3. RESULTS

Immediately after application, both hormones always induced light emission from the photophores in the investigated lantern shark specimens. The two hormones, however, showed two different luminescence time courses (figure 1a), similar to those described by Claes & Mallefet (2009a).

Concomitantly, both hormones also provoked an irising of the pigmented layer that revealed the glowing underlying photocytes. The ‘transparency index’ of the photophores varied according to the hormone, showing general patterns of evolution similar to the time course patterns of hormonal-induced luminescence curves, although luminescence intensity peaked before transparency index (figure 1b). Whereas pre-stimulation photophores appeared as dark blotches,
they were black rings surrounding luminescent bluish photocytes at maximum opening, due to the pigment translocation occurring in chromatophores (figure 1c).

The photophores are small (about 150 μm wide) and yet because of their high density, formed homogeneous luminous areas at greater distance (figure 1d).

4. DISCUSSION

The ‘irising’ feature of lantern shark photophores is to our knowledge a unique mechanism of light regulation among luminescent animals and the only one known to be under hormonal control (Claes & Mallefet 2009a). The use of occlusive structures to control luminescence was believed to be restricted to fishes with continuously glowing bacterial organs (Herring 1985; Haygood 1993; Claes & Mallefet 2009a). In the case of E. spinax, however, the discrepancy between the highest values of luminescence intensity and ‘transparency index’ suggests that hormones also stimulate photocytes in addition to provoking pigment retraction in melanophores. The lantern shark mechanism illustrates the range of physiological and morphological means by which diverse taxa have separately arrived at bioluminescent capability.

Bioluminescence is a soft-tissue phenomenon that leaves no fossil track; we therefore rely on extant taxa for clues to evolutionary pathways (Johnsen et al. 1999). Our data provide the valuable suggestion that this lantern shark’s luminescence is the result of a co-opting of existing skin structures. The hormonally controlled retraction/expansion capabilities of elasmobranch melanophores (Gelsleichter 2004) provided the basis for the control mechanism of lantern shark photophores.

Skin physiological colour change has been found in shallow water elasmobranch species, which use this adaptation to remain cryptic against variable backgrounds and defeat visual detection by prey and predators. The membrane transposition mechanism is a practical example of environmental adaptation to achieve an effective camouflage. This mechanism illustrates the hemoglobin concentration and translocation, which is responsible for the ‘irising’ phenomenon in E. spinax.

Figure 1. Mechanism for luminescence control in Etmopterus spinax. (a) Photophore luminescence recordings after melatonin (MT) and prolactin (PRL) application (arrows). (b) Evolution of the ‘transparency index’ of photophores (dots, mean data points calculated on six different photophores) after hormonal stimulation. Serial pictures (top) illustrate individual photophore evolution after MT and PRL stimulation. (c) Photophore-containing skin patch before hormonal stimulation (i) and at luminescence peak (ii). The same spiny dermal denticle (white arrow) and group of photophores (white box) are represented in both panels. Scale bar, 1 mm. (d) Ventral luminous pattern of an adult E. spinax specimen. Scale bar, 2 cm.
predators (Gelsleichter 2004). On the other hand, E. spinax’s extended ventral pattern of photophores radiating a long lasting blue light suggests that this shark uses its luminescence to cloak its silhouette from below (Claes & Mallefet 2008, 2009b), a camouflage mechanism known as counter-illumination that is found in numerous other midwater organisms including crustaceans, molluscs (squids) and bony fishes (Clarke 1963; Warner et al. 1979; Young et al. 1980).

We therefore suggest that this species turned the initial shallow water crypsis mechanism into a midwater bioluminescent camouflage, more efficient in the darkness of the deep-sea. This functional transition might have occurred during colonization of the deep-sea by lantern sharks during the late Cretaceous (Adnet & Capetta 2001).
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